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Natalie Hendrix wins Miss ASC Scholarship Paqeant

vearc
affiliated with for over 20 years.
Jackie Cooley, a junior occupational
therapy major, finished as first runner-up
When Miss ASC was crowned on and won the talent competition. She will
January 19 , a week of suspense ended. A receive a two quarter scholarship to ASC
very good sized crowd turned out to see the along with a two trophies for being first
dreams of nine contestants turn into reality. runner-up and the talent competition winner.
AttheendNatalie Hendrix stood onstage as In the talent competition, Cooley sang
the 1990 Miss ASC, and she will represent "Think of Me" from the Broadway play
ASC in the Miss Georgia Pageant this The Phantom of the Opera.
Lisa Hamilton, a junior nursing major,
summer.
Hendrix, wh o also won the swimsuit finished as second runner-up. Hamilton,
trophy, is a veteran of beauty pageants, who was first runner-up last year, will
having particip ated in the Miss Georgia receive a one quarter scholarship and a
Pageant three times already, finishing first trophy. Other contestants included a variety
runner-up last year. Other tides she has of ASC coeds: Cheryl Andrews
held include Miss Georgia Southern (sophomore, history); Karen Boyette
College, Miss Savannah, and Miss (sophomore, Nursing); Laurie Butrymowicz
(freshman, political science); Melissa Dove
Southeast Georgia.
In winning the contest Hendrix receives (junior, chemistry); Allyson Grist
a three- quarter scholarship to ASC, a (freshman, undecided); Angelisa Savage
subscription to Time magazine, hair car for (freshman, nursing).
The awards were presented by Dr. Frank
one ye ar from Joel & Co., a trophy for
Butler,
vice-president of ASC, andLindsey
winning the swimsuit competition, a trophy
Barker,
president of the Miss Georgia
for winn ing the tide, and a crown with
Pageant.
ASC graduate Karl Grotheer work
walnut carrying case.
hard
as
the
master of ceremonies, filling in
The outcome is decided by a five-judge
several
lulls
while equipment was being
panel. Each judge gives a contestant a
moved
or
repaired.
score of 1 to 10. The score is then scaled for
Performances were given by other
eachcategory. The contestants were judged
pageant
winners in between competitions.
infour categories with a varying percentage
Last
year's
Miss ASC Sherolyn Ford sang
of the total points awarded in each category:
the
opening
number with Lorenzo Mungin.
swimsuit competition (15%), personal
Ford
also
performed
two other pieces. Miss
interview (30%), evening gown competition
Savannah Michelle Cox also performed, as
(15%), and t alent (40%). All rules are as
did Tiny Miss Savannah, Little Miss
sanctioned by the Miss America Pageant,
Savannah, and Miss Teen Savannah.
which the Miss ASC pageant has been

•

"

by Ron Speir, Jr.

photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers

Natalie Hendrix, winner of the swimsuit competition, is crowned Ms ASC
The pageant itself seemed well planned Only a small contingent of Hendrix
but was plagued by technical and other supporters applauded. The students feel
assorted problems. A bad sound system that Hendrix enrolled in school just to enter
made it difficult to hearGrotheer, especially the Miss ASC Scholarship Pageant so that
when music was played too loud in she could make another attempt at the Miss
conjunction with his introductions of the Georgia title. By winning the Miss Georgia
contestants during the swimsuit and evening Pageant Hendrix would advance to the Miss
America Pageant.
gown competitions.
Hendrix, taking her first quarter of classes
Controversy still showed up at the
pageant. Discontented students who felt at ASC, is a Georgia Southern graduate.
that Hendrix should not be allowed to enter She works her classes around her daily job
the pageant began to leave after applauding as news anchor on WJCL television.
Cooley for first runner-up. By the time the Hendrix had previously told the Inkwell
anticlimactic announcement of Hendrix's that she is pursuing a second degree in
victory was made, many students and political science. •
parents were half way outof the auditorium.

SGA banner stolen from MCC

Elizabeth «o<
Rodgers, SPS
photo by C. Elizabetn
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Basketball looking for the playoffs
Schwarzenegger wins Mr. ASC..—..
Weather across campus.....—.——

On Friday, February 19 the gold banner
that the Student Government Association
and the College Union Board use to an
nounce events was stolen.
A1 Harris, director of student activities,
has announced that if the sign si returned by
February 7, then there will be no charges
pressed. "No questions asked, empha
sized Harris.
"After the amnesty period, a reward will
be offered for information which leads to
the identification of the theives and/or the
recovery of the sign, said Hams.
The banner was stolen sometime be
tween 1:30 am and 6:00 am on the morning
of the February 19. The banner, which is
suspened by ropes, was cut down by the
theives. The estimate cost to replace the

stolen banner is approximately $1,200.
There is no clear motive for the theft. It
is believed that it may have just been an act
of vandalism by teen-age kids. Another
motive may be that the sign was stolen in
protest to the Miss ASC pageant which was
being advertised at the time it was stolen.
Ironically, the banner was to be taken
down Friday morning to be replaced with
an announcement for the Nursing Informa
tion Day activities.
SGA and CUB are anxious to recover
the sign since it was such an effective tool
to publicize events.
A1 Harris may be contacted in the stu
dent activities office in M CC lobby, adja
cent to the cafeteria, or phoned at 9275300. •

/
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EDITORIAL
ASC pageant wakes students up
Well, students are finally upset and
concerned over something that has hap
pened on campus. The crowning of Natalie
Hendrix as the 1990 Miss AS£ has gotten
the attention of thestudents. There are now
two camps on campus—thos e who think
the her part icipation and subsequent win
reflect poorly on ASCand those who think
her winning will increase ASC's profile in
community. Students who are upset over
the controversy are looking for ways to do
something. Petitions are being passed
around, comments are being made, and the
student's voices are crying to be heard.
With the "Hendrix Scandal" running
rampant on campus, the stu dents have fi
nally broken the chains of apathy. The
question which arises from this incident is
whether students will remain free or turn to
embrace their bonds once the controversy
over the Miss ASC Pageant fades.
On the 5th and 6th of March, the stu
dents have a chanc e to have their voices
heard. On these dates the Student Govern
ment Association will hold their yearly
elections. Students have a chance to electa
president, vice-president, treasurer, secre
tary, and 12 senators. These people will set
policy on campus and students have a' choice
on who they wish to represent them.
The S GA is supposed to reflect the
concerns and opinions of thestudent body,
and they can only do this if people turn out
to vote. In the past years, the student
turnout for elections has run about 6-9% of

the students have voted, with theexception
of last year when 13% voted.
The students have to raise this figure in
order to have their voices heard.
Once the officers are in office, the stu
dents have the duty of knowing who their
officers are and how to contact them. The
SGA offices can only do so much without
support or feedback. Get to know your
officers, who theyare and what their views
are.
As a student, one has several obligations
besides attending class etc. Taking part in
the SGA elections and keeping informed
ofthe events happening on campus should
be the duty of all students. If students
refuse to speak up on issues that concern
them, or after an event has taken place, the
SGA cannot operated effectively. Should
students continue in thelong path of apathay orginally blazedby classes of old, then
elections and the op portunity to be heard
will become a privledgerather than right.
In a few months the "Hendrix Scandal"
will fade awayand then Armstrong will be
back to its old apathetic self- or will it.
Hopefully, the controversy of the past few
weeks has reawakened the voices of studnets and they will use their voices in future
events and areas.
The Inkwell tries to be "the Armstrong
State CollegeStudent Voice". We wel
come all comments from students in the
form of letters the editor and opinion ar
ticles.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Female student relates racial incident
Dear Editor,
On the night of Thursday, January 11,
19901experienced a baffeling incident. On
this evening,I was enroute to a basketball
game b etween ASC's Lady Pirates and
SSC's Lady Tigers (It was around 7:00pm
andIwas obviously late - having just left
work.) Only problem is, it's an ASC home
game and I'm at Savannah State's campus.
When it hits methat I'm in the wrong place,
I'm feeling pretty stupid.
So here's what happened. As I'm walk
ing back to my veh
icle, a man (a student- ?)
leaning against a car (his - ?) a ttempts to
start a conversation with me. I did not
understand what he said, soI just nodded
and said hello. Then I determine by his
prodding thathe wants me tostop andchat.
He asked my name. I acknowledged and
gave it (all the while walking towards my
vehicle). My response to his request was,
Sorry, I'm in a hurry." Which was not
true. It just came out beforeIcould stop it.
This was obviously the wrong thing to
say because he then responds with, "Preju
dice. Prejudice! Prejudiced Bitch! Get
your white ass o ff this campus! Preju
diced." These are the exact wordsIheard

asIcontinued walking to my car, shaking
my head in disbelief. Nothing further was
said, there was not sceneand to my knowl
edge no one else was around.
It was not my intention to stop and chat
with a stranger, so amIobligated to do so?
Iknow some self-defense - as it was quite
dark out and no one else was ar ound althoughIam somewhat fearful ofthe day
Ihave to use it.
When looking at life as a whole,Ihave
to consider myself naive becauseI am 24
years old, a white female and live in the
South. Only recently (within the last day)
haveIcome to realize just howspiteful the
South actually is. Some friends once told
me that the reasonIdid not thinkthe south
was as bad as everyone saidwas, "you'rea
white female." Andbecause of that,"you're
not going to see it." The "it"referred to here
is racism.
Do incidents such as the on e I have
experienced happen often? Yesterday I
would have said no. Now I'd probably say
yes. And it's a damn shame.
Respectfully,
Name Withheld

Veteran upset with Business Office
Dear Editor,
After my umptenth problem with the
business office here at Armstrong State,I
have decided it is time to do something
about it. Iam a Veteran. Anyone who has
dealt with trying to get their hard earned
Veterans school checks has found it to be a
draining task. Many veterans depend on
V A (VeteransAssistance) checks, and many
times those checks do not come. The staff
ofthe Veterans Affairs office at Armstrong
works very hard for veterans in trying to
untangle the red tape associated with the
Veterans A dministration. My problem is
not with the Veterans Affairs office be
cause in my estimation they do more'than
their share fo r the veterans here at Arm
strong. My problem lies with the Business
office who deals with our VA problems as

if it makes veterans second class citizens.
The Business office knows who the veter
ans here are and can easily determine the
amount we will receive from the VA, but
instead of working with Veterans on the
problems brought on by the VA red tape,
the Business office adds to the problem.
Once astaff member saidto his secretary in
reference tome "If hedoesn't haveacheck,
then I don't want to see him." Although
that is not the attitud
e carriedby the major
ity of the faculty and administration, it1S
upsetting to hear that from astaff member
If Iwree the only veteran treated that way
by the Business officeIwould think it must
be my fault, but several of my friends who
are veterans get theexact same treatmentdo not feel like the school owes us any
I

V A

^
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Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the issue in
volving the Miss ASC pageant on January
19, 1990. This issue began at the start of
winter quarterwhen Natalie Hendrix (news
anchorwoman at WJCL) enrolled at col
lege. Immediately rumors started that she
was only enrolling in classes so she would
be able to be in theMiss ASC Pageant. I can
not say for sure whether her intentions are
to get a second degree in Political Science
or toget enough hours toqual i fy for partici
pation in the pageant. But, I do believe we
should give somebody the benefit of the
doubt, although I di d notice her on stage
during the pageant.
At the pageant on January 1 9,1990, I
felt I was at a fight instead of a pageant.
ASC students BOOed (which is very dis
tasteful) Miss Hendrix when she introduced
herself, and supporters of Miss Hendrix
only clapped and cheered when Miss Hen
drix was on stage (which isn't very sport
ing).
I admit that I was upset when Miss
Hendrix was crowned as the new Miss
ASC. But, during the weekend I had a
chance to look at both sides ofthe issue. As
a senior, I take great pride in Armstrong. I
don't think somebody in their first quarter
at ASC can effectively represent the school
in the capacity which is required from the
pageant winner. I also side with those who
thought it unfair to allow someone who
finished in the top 3 of the Miss Georgia

Pageant last year to enter in the contest.
However, Miss Hendrix was a legiti
mate candidate. She metevery requirement
to be a contestant in the pageant. A lthough
I do notagree with herdecision to enter into
the pageant, I feel she has been the target of
verbal abuse that nobody deserves to hear.
Instead of complaining and attacking Miss
Hendrix let's leam from this and gain
something from it. Don't forget Miss
Hendrix is the new Miss ASC and will be
representing Armstrong in the Miss Geor
gia Pageant.
I encoura ge the SGA at Armstrong to
exercise some of their power to change the
qualifications for pageant entrants. Right
now the requ irements are so lenient that
anybody could enter. Basically all you
have to be right now to enter the pageant is
to be alive, breathing, and have a pulse. I
suggest the following requirements for a
pageant contestant: the contestant must be
a full time student (12 hours), must have
attended ASC the last quarter prior to the
pageant, and since the winner will be repre
senting Armstrong they should be active in
at least two organizations at A SC. I fe el
these requirements will aid in s electing a
Miss ASC that is a true Pirate who takes an
active interest in her school. It will also do
away with any "scandals" in the future that
can ruin an exciting event such as this one.
A1 Stephenson
Senior,Computer Science Major

Letters continued
thing. We have, ho wever, earned the right
of the loyal service we
have given our country.
Today, I realized that it is not just the
veterans who are treated disrespectfully by
the Business office. Dorm students, for the
first time in my almost two years here, were
required to sho w their ID's with a meal
sticker. That is fine, but if a student was
with out the sticker, he/she was not allowed
to eat even though th ere was a list right in
front of the cashier with this quarter's dorm
students. I saw many long time dorm
residents allowed to go hungry because of
this. Th e meal stickers were available only
from 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the dorm
for respect because

office. I, like many other students, am not
in the dorms during those hours. It would
have been so much more sensible to issue
the stickers in the dining hall. I asked who
had arrange for this. As I could have
guessed, it was the same staff member of
the Business office who had made the
comment about not seeing me if I d idn't
have a check. Someone should remind him
that if it weren't for the students here, he
wouldn't have a job. Perhaps that would
make him a little more sensitive to student
needs.
Sincerely,
Mark B. Prior
Senior, Criminal Justice

Readers respond to Miss ASC controversy
Editor:
Saturday, January 13,1 had occasion to
visit the campus as a contest observer and
whileawaiting the judges tally, Picked up a
copy of The Inkwell , for which I wrote
many years ago. Your editorial on the
upcoming Miss ASC Pageant prompts this
letter. It refers to the entrance of Natalie
Hendrix into the competition as "inviting a
ringer to enter," your concerns centering
upon h er "professional status. This point
appears to stem from the fact that Miss
Hendrix has a job, one which places her
before the pub lic. If anything, this fact
should place you in hercamp andnot against
her, as you also decry the "beauty" aspect
of the competition and desire a more intel
lectual one. Surely a young woman who
has polished her image and gained skills
necessary to ma intain such a high profile
position could fare well in the "quiz bowltalent-interview" format you suggest. As
for her winning assuring her a scholarship
that would "take away from a real student,"
Editor,
I have never been so disgusted and dis
appointed.
Friday night I attended the Miss ASC
"Scholarship" Pageant. Even your article
in the January 17 edition of the Inkwell did
not prepare me for this experience. It was
a joke.
No one deserved that scholarship less
than Natalie He ndrix. Students come to
Armstrong to prepare for a career. Ms.
Hendrix, wh o already has a career, came
for a crown. After only two weeks at
Armstrong, she has achieved everything
she came here for. There areso many other
students here ( who are a lot less greedy)
who could have actually benefited from the
scholarship. Instead, it was thrown away.
As soon as Natalie Hendrix was an
nounced the winner, I left I could not
aPplaud her questionable victory. I could
tot tolerate her being crowned. When I got
home, I turned on the news. Armstrong had
made the news for the second time that day.
This event received more news coverage
than ever before, all because of Natalie
Hendrix. It is disappointing that we need an
outsider" to get the attention and support
°f the commun ity. If ASC is to receive
recognition, it should be through the efforts

I wonder how much more "real" a student
can be than one "pursuing a second de
gree."
Most Miss Americas have entered be
tween ten and twenty pageants prior to
winning the crown, often in several states.
The scholastic and career rewards are vast,
and anyone talented, attractive and deter
mined enough to pursue them should not be
likened to a "baseball player trying to get
one more year out of his body." Ms.
Hendrix's picture on page seven looks
anything but "washed up."
As long as they follow contest rules all
participants should be encouraged to con
tinue. I surely wish Mother Nature had
endowed me with the resources to try for
such an opportunity to pay for college or
careerplans. It would have beaten shelving Dear Editor,
All of the participants in the 1990 Miss
books and washing dishes in the Dump
ASC
pageant were aware that the possibil
hands down!
ity of an experienced contestant entering
Cheryl Clemens was very distinct. It is the m ethod that all
Graduate Miss America Affiliate Pageants have to
use in order to be recognized nationally.
Let us suppose that the number one basket
of a real student.
ball player for UNLY decides to transfer to
Armstrong works diligently to get stu ASC because his girlfriend lives here. He
dents involved in school activities. In this wins a spot on our team (which this year
case, the students have been let down, would be hard t o do). Does the Inkwell
especially those students that worked so
hard for Friday night's performance. In
Dear Editor,
the future, I will not attend any school
My Friday evening reverie was dis
functions that Ms. Hendrix is a part of. I turbed last weekend when I turned to
don't feel that she is a represen
tative of our WSAV's 11:00pm news to learn that Na
school, and I refuse to play along with this talie Hendrix, last minuteenrolleeand never
farce that the school has allowed to con previously enrolled student, was our new
tinue. I hope the school realized that even Miss Armstrong State College. I cou ldn't
if Natalie Hendrix wins Miss Georgia, we believe it.
Knowing that most of the contestants
have lost.
If anyone is to be commended, it was were dedicated full time Pirates, vying not
the announcer at the pageant. He dis just for the title, but for the scholarship
played real skill, poise, talent, and just monies as well, I am incensed that Ms.
plain guts. My congratulations to the real Hendrix, a graduate of Georgia Southern
College and a full time career women,
winner!
literally stole their opportunity away. FuthChristy Cadle ermore, having read the little blurb in the
Junior, English Oglethorpe Mall's most recent sales literaDear Editor,
Now that Natalie Hendrix is the new
Miss ASC, and a model for the new Ogle
thorpe Mall advertisements, does thatmean
that Armstrong students can now get dis
counts at the Mall?
Mariana Bennett
Senior, Math/CS

produce an edi torial condemning themove?
I think not. In other words, if you can't run
with the b ig dogs, stay on the porch!!!
Jim Bradley
Junior, English
Editor's Note: No. A basketball player
would have to sit out a year of ineligibil
ity for transfering. We believe as others
do that a rule should be instituted so that
all contestants have to be an ASC student
the quarter prior to the pageant.
ture, which featured Ms. Hendrix as its
cover girl, I fell like she raped us. The
article stated that Ms. Hendrix w as a vet
eran of the Miss Georgia pageant and had
only one more year o f eligibility. So we
(Armstrong) are her Ace up the sl eeve, I
suppose.
It's a small statement, but some of my
friends and I have determined to boycott
her employer, WJCL, as well as Ogle
thorpe Mall stores, since she seems to be
their spok eswomen. I onl y wish through
petition or vote, we could win back the
crown for one of our own students.
Teresa W. Gastin
Computer Science Major

editors of The Inkwell encourage and welcome letters to the
editor, commenting on the school, our newspaper, or anything that
The

y°Lett^rT tothe'ed'itor

are printed exactly as they are received. While
letters are not required to be typed, it wou ld be greatlyapprec.ated for
Hnritv All le tters must be signed, but names will b e withheld on
request Please Include name, year, major, and telephone number (In
case of questions prior to publication).
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Do you think Natalie Hendrix should have been
allowed to enter the Miss ASC?

©IP II MB® INI

To intervene or not tointervene?
facilitate these needed changes, and in turn
improve the quality of life for its citizens
the U.S. government has decided to arrest
the
citizens ofother countries. How can we
The United States iscurrently in a unique
feel
justified in invading a sovereign state
situation - there is a deposed foreign dicta
tor in our jail. This unprecedented event when we can not even control ou r o wn
came about because U. S. troops invaded people?
This leads to the controversy that is the
Panama and unseated the country s dicta
tor, Manuel Noriega. This move hasgener center of foreign policy debate : when, if
ally been supported by the public because ever, should one country interfere in t he
Noriega in not only a tyrant but also a affairs of another? Certainly the Panama
nians welcomed the first U.S. troops, but
suspected drug dealer.
In the wake of all of the national pride they now grow impatient fortheir removal.
and "war on drugs" posturing following The invasion is now an occupation.
It is also interesting to note that in a poll
Noriega's capture, little has been said con
cerning reasons why perhaps we should not in the January 1 edition foNewsweek ,39%
of those questioned stated that the U .S.
have carried out Operation Just Cause.
In the fir st place, exactly what kind of should remain in control of the Panama
"just cause" did the U.S. have? Was it Canal indefinitely,and another39% wanted
because Noriega treated his people so cru U.S. control to bemaintained forever. Such
elly and abused their rights so frequently? actions would constitute completely reneg
If this is the reason for our intervention, ing upon the provisions of the Pa nama
how do weexplain to theTiananmen square Canal Treaty.
survivors Bush's recent friendly overtures
The Panama Canal can be seen as a
to the Chinese government? This may be symbol of U.S. intervention in the region.
attacked as an unfair comparison because We took land that belonged to this country
Panama is much closer to homeand weaker because it was most convenient for o ur
than China. However, historical facts such purposes and built thecanal with little regard
as 40 years of U.S. support for the repres for the wishes of the Panamanians. W hen
sive Somoza regime in Nicaragua demon President Carter negotiated the treaty call
strate that our country isperfectly willing to ing for an eventual return of the canal zone
ignore the s uffering of Latin Americans, to Panama, he was harshly criticized for
and others, if it suits our purposes.
giving away "our" property. Certainly the
The second reason given for the inva fact that the canal is to beunder the control
sion is an effort to "bring to justice" a high of the Panamanians in 2000 influenced
level drug dealer. As the U.S. becomes Bush's decision and the support it has re
more desperate to stop the epidemic of ceived.
addiction, extreme measures, such asextra
What was our true purpose in invading
dition, become more popular. The vast Panama? Anyone who believes we did it
majority of money allotted for the drug because we were asked to, because meas
problem goes tointerdicting supplies, when ures like this are going to end the d rug
the only way to solve the problem is tostop problem, or because we were supporting
the demand. But stopping the demand for the emergence of democracy is hopelessly
drugs is a lot more difficult than catching deluded. As with other instances of U.S.
the dealers because it involves changes; intervention, Operation Just Cause was
changes in educating the public and proc motivated by our selfish interests, not by a
essing the offenders, but more importantly desire to help anyone. While our citizens
changes in some of the basic economic and seem to be in agreement with what hap
social structures in our society.
pened, other nations which understand our
Instead of working to understand and true goals criticize the action. •
by Dee Shurling

continued from page 4 —
coming to him. Peru recalled their ambas
sador from Washington and the Soviet
Union declared the invasion as a violation
of international law. The Soviets were also
quick to add that they did not feel that it
should affect East-West relations. Time
magazine said "The unspoken message
seemed to be that Moscow would recog
nize a sphere of influence in which the U.S.
could operate with a free hand so long as

Washington returned the favor." The Or
ganization of American States did n ot
condemn the action, saying that it "regret
ted" what had happened.
Noriega deserves whatever the courts
can dish out for him, which co uld be as
much as 210 years in jail and ov er $1
million in fines. The Maximum Leader is
now a Minimum Criminal.

Attention: Student
Government Senator
looking for an assistant.

Contact Mariana Bennett at 927-53-

Maximum le ader now minimum criminal
by Chris Foster
To invade or not to invade, that is the
question. O peration Just Cause was the
official name for the recent invasion of
Panama and the name says it all. Just cause
is what the American government possessed
in the invasion of Panama. President Bush
declared that his main goal of the invasion
was accomplished when Manuel Antonio
Noriega surrendered to U.S. authorities after
spending eleven days seeking political
asylum in the Vatican embassy in Panama
City. The long reign of terror has ended and
the slow reb uilding process has begun as
the elected leaders try to make Panama
recover from the oppression that they suf
fered under N oriega's rule. Many Ameri
cans feel that the President did the right
thing in invad ing Panama, protecting U.S.
interests and helping to bring down one of
the most highly visible drug smugglers in
the world.
But there are some people out there
that believe that Bush was wrong to send
troops into Panama. The fact is h
t at Noriega
was a t hreat to U.S. interests in Panama.
Over 13,000 U.S. troops are stationed in
Panama and could have been in danger
from Noriega's Panamanian Defense
Forces. N oriega had practically declared
war on the U.S. when he said that American
provocation had created "a state of war"
between the two countries. There had been

hundreds of reported incidents where there
had been attacks on U.S. servicemen. Nori
ega has thumbed his nose at the leadership
of theU.S. for the last time as Bush took this
"state of war" seriously and decided to go
ahead with Operation Just Cause.
What it all comes down to is that Bush
has made a positive stand on his commit
ment to protect U.S. interests and to support
the drug-eradication program that coun
tries like Peru and Guatemala have adopted.
Noriega is a common criminal that took
advantage of his political position to fur
ther his unlawful activities. By removing
him from his position of power Bush has
given the people of Panama a chance to
choose their own government and the offi
cials to govern them. Bush has also taken a
major step in combating the drug problem
by taking away the Medellin Cartel's con
nection in Panama. The Cartel, suppliers of
80% of the cocaine that comes into the U.S.
each year, paid Noriega over $4.6 million
to launder drug money for the Cart
el through
Panamanian banks. Noriega also provided
safe haven to international drug smugglers
as well as arranging shipment of cocaineprocessing chemicals for the Cartel.
The reaction from other countries to
the invasion were mixed. Latin American
nations issued formal statements of con
demnation but also managed a sigh of relief
that Noriega had finally got what was

continued on page 4
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Addison Crawley
Well, it's great to be at Armstrong, after
schools such as Berkeley in the late 60's,
Kent State in the 70's, and Dartmouth in the
80's this college comes across as having
potential to become one of the great leaders
in the campus radical world—only if th ey
have students who speak up. But never
fear, Addison is here. You might ask what
brought me here, well, it was Dartmouth in
the '80's with their gag restrictions on the
campus paper. After being ousted from
Dartmouth, I looked for an up and coming
campus paper that needed my services. My
aim is to help people find answers to their
problems and keep the student body
informed of the little things that may go
unnoticed, but are of inte
rest to thestudents.
While knocking around campus last
week, I heard one girl tell her friend that she
had an oral report to give in her class. S he
sounded so horrified at the thought of this
that I decided to make the oral report the
subject for my first column.
Now, I am no expert when it comes to
giving the dreaded oral report, after all
my medium is the written word. In order to
give you sound adivce in the technical
aspects of the oral report, I have turned to
my dear friend Prof. Stanley Sage, who is
an expert in such matters. Prof. Sage came
up with the following pointers fordeli vering
the oral report:
1. Be articulate but not prissy.
2. Emphasize words naturally: i.e., stress

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintosh®computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settlefor an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of acomputer.
Without spending a lot more money

01989Apple Computer, he Apple,
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key words but avoid the news
reader's
inane staccato.
3. Keep your hands below the neck and
above the waist.
4. Maintain eye contact but don't ogle.
5. Avoid using your fingers to scratch,
pick, squeeze, or prod.
6. Stand; don't slouch or sit.
7. Avoid self-satisfied smirking.
8. Use profanity effectively, not habitually.
9. Keep your spectacles in place; not on the
top of your head or on the tip of your nose.
10. Stop talking once you've make your
point.
With these technical tips in mind, I would
like to cover several of several of my pet
peeves that come up in oral reports, or in
faculty lectures. One stumbling block for
all speakers is how to let the listeners know
that other items follow without listing all
the items without using etcetera. There are
those people who feel the need to use
"etcetera, etcetera, etcetera" which lets
the audience know that the speaker has seen
TheKingandlonc too many times. Another
phrase which drives me to distraction is
"Blip, Blip, Blip" to which my reply is
GET REAL!! The phrase "Blip, Blip,
Blip" sounds like the Jctson's space age
stationwagon with Astro in the back just
backfired. Folks, the best substitute for the
overused etcetera is so forth.
So with these words of wisdom, may
your next oral report be a success!
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SGA elections in February
by Marius Ruja
SGA Vice-president
How can I make a difference?
Student
Government Elections for Officers will start
next month, Feb. 15. Many students are not
fully aware of the responsibilities of the
SGA officers, so here is alisting of the SGA
offices open for the upcoming election and
some information on each office.
Important deadlines 1.) To run for the officer positions one has
to fill a learedship application in the Office
of Student Activities by Feb. 15.
2.) Feb. 26-March 2.... Campaign Week!!
3.) March 5 & 6 .... Voting days !!
4.) March 8 & 9 .... Voting for Run-off.
Information on the Positions Available.
A. President
1. Qualifications for Office of President
a. Candidates for the Office of President of
the Student Government Association shall
have at least 75 hours credit, 40 of which
are to be obtained at Armstrong during 3 of
the last 4 quarters.
b. Candidates shall have a minimum
cumulative grade point average of 2.2.
c. The President must be a student for at
least ten quarters hours per quarter for the
entire year of office.
2. Duties of the Office of President
a. Have a cabinet consisting of VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer, and any
other position which he deems necessary to
provide for the administration of theStudent
Government Association (SGA).
b. Appoint any committee which he deems
necessary to provide for the administration
of SGA.
c. Call meetings of the SGA when deemed
necessary by him. Such meeting shall be
scheduled two weeks in advance on the
Student Activities Calendar and must be
publicized sufficiently.
d. Call special meetings of the Student
Senate.
e. Veto, when he deems necessary,
legislation passed by the Student Senate.
f. Fill the vacant offices by appointment.
g. Is encouraged to be present at all Senate
meetings.
h. The President does not have a vote in the
Senate.

* Candidates for the office of Vice-President
of SGA has to have the same qualifications
as the President.
2 Duties of the Office of Vice-President
a. Assume the duties of the President in his/
her absence.
b. Serve as a member of the President's
Cabinet.
c. Preside as the President of the Senate
with the power to vote in case of a tie.
d. Not be absent from more than two Senate
meetings per quarter except for excused
absences as outlined in the Student
Handbook.
e. Determine what an excused absence is in
case of absence of Senators.
C. Secretary and Treasurer of the SGA
1 Qualifications for Office
a. Candidates must have a minimum of 2.2
gpa..
b. Candidates shall have at least 40 credite
hours, 35 of which were obtained at
Armstong.
2 Duties of the Offices of Secretary and
Treasurer
a. In addition to maintaining the Senate roll
the Secretary is responsible for the recording
and distribution of minutes for the Senate,
College Union Board, Traffic court and
other Committees as directed by the SGA
president.
b.The Secretary is also responsible for the
preparation, collection and distribution of
all SGA and CUB correspondence.
c. The Treasurer is responsible for financial
reports to the Senate and College Union
Board, chairs the Finance Committee and
serves as a member of the Athletic
Committee.
d. The Secretary and Treasurer have no
vote in the Senate.
3. Benefits of the SGA Offices.
* After the successful completion
of each quarter, the Student receives a
tuition stipend and a reserved parking
space.

I hope this article has been informative
as well as inspiring to You. I urge everyone
who is interested in the wcllbeing of the
students on this campus to receive the
challenge to be a "Doer" and not just a
"Talker", but most of all to learn to be
tomorrow's leaders. For more information
please contact A1 H arris in the Students
ActivitiesOffice in theMCC lobby adjacent
B Vice President
1. Qualification for the Office of Vice- to the cafeteria. Phone 927-5300. •
President

Applications for running for
an SGA office are due by
February 15 at 5:00pm.
Applications should be turned in to the
student activities office in MCC.

Need to appeal a traffic ticket?
\

•

tat ion to present their argument in per
son. Students should note on the re
quest form that they will attend the
meeting. At the meeting, the student
Would you like to appeal that traffic will make a brief statement followed by
citation? Students may submit an appeal questions from the panel.
The dates are as follows:
to the Traffic Committee by completing
February 7,1990
an appeal form that may be obtained at
February 21,1990
the Student Activities office. All ap
March
7,1990
peals must be made within five working
All
meetings
begin
at
1:30 p.m. and
days after receiving the citation. A re
will
be
held
in
the
SGA
Conference
view will be conducted at the next meet
Room,
MCC
second
floor.
Persons
ing and the student will be notified by
appealing
a
traffic
citation
are
encour
mail of the Committee's decision.
aged
to
present
their
arguments
in pcrThe Traffic Committee would like to
son.
encourage anyone appeal ing atraffic ciby Louis E. Torres
Chairman. Traffic Committee

Education day coming Feb. 7
education students.
This event also allows students to expe
rience the differences between the school
For the third year in a row, Education systems. As all education majors know, the
Career Day is coming to Armstrong. This beaurotics of the school systems vary from
event is for all education majors-elemen county to county, but the vary even more
tary through secondary. Even if you are from state to state. Do not let this opportu
majoring in another area but plan to teach, nity pass you by if you were not previously
you should attend. It is designed to allow thinking of teaching outside Chatham
students to network with school systems County or even the state of Georgia, now is
mainly from Georgia, but it also includes the time to think again. Relocating pro
school systems from Florida and South vides excellent experience for futureteach
Carolina as well.
ing positions and future fields in education.
There are three ways to use the event:
Lastly, this is the time to discuss sala
interview experience, collect information ries, vacation time, sick pay, and , if it
on the various types of school systems, and applies, maternity leave.
compare fringe benefits, i.e. salaries, etc.
Education Career Day will be held on
Many students do not realize that inter Wednesday, February 7, from 9:00 a.m.
view experience is aninvaluable tool. This until 1:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts auditorium.
event allows the interviewers to come to the Now is the time to meet representatives
students, as opposed to the students gong to from a variety of school systems inone day.
the interviewers. The interviews are in To sign up for interviews and get informa
tended for graduating students, but the rest tion contact Wes Moran in the guidance
of the event is valuable information for all office. •
by Pam Copeland

UNIFORM
EXCELLENCE

T he Dallas Police Department is ranked among
the Finest in the nation.
Choose from one of many top-notch career
fields.
sa'ar'es are high, ranging from
$23,901-$25,101 with $7,700 step increases for
the first nine years of service.
Benefits include tax-shelter savings plans,
flexible life and health insurance, and excellent
retirement benefits. No state income tax.
Be a part of the tradition of excellence. If you
,,^5 at least 45 college semester hours with a
C average or better, step up to the D.P.D. No
appointment necessary.
Contact recruiters at: Marriot Courtyard

6703 Abercorn St.
Savannah, Georgia
February 9, 1990
From 2pm-7pm
An Equal Opportunity Employer- By Choice!
1-800-527-2948
1 n Te*as. call collect 214/670-4407

In Person Only - No Phone Calls to Hotel

©&
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Students chat, Butler listens
by Don Newman
Not everyday do students get the chance
to have an informal chat with a member of
"the Administr ation" on their own terri
tory. However, the occasion did arise on
Thursday, January 18, from 12:30 - 1:30
when Vice Presid ent Butler held a coffee
break, sponsored by the Senate, in the cafe
teria.
There were those who took advantage of
the opportunity, though it seems that free
coffee, soft drinks and cookies would have
attracted more than the number who showed
up. But as usual, the involved stay in
volved, wh ile the remainder watch "The
Oldand the Rested." It could be that people
don't understand what the rap session are
for. They are for students to air any grievencesthey may have or, as some did, compli
ment ASC. Some just stopped by to shake
hands and introduce themselves.
By no means a monumental gathering,
the meeting was interesting and may soon
produce results. At a previous coffee break
students brought up the fact that they needed
a copier. Two weeks later, they had one. In
fact, of 10 recommendations made at other
chats, 8 have been addressed.
Of the con cerns which were voiced at
this talk, advisement, registration, and park-

Club

ing were on top. Already, changes are
being considered. For example, advise
ment by department only; staggering reg
istration; marked spaces in the dirt parking
lot. These are only a few ideas. If anyone
has some of their own, feel free to drop a
letter to or visit Mr. Buder's office.
Another problem discussed about the
dirt lot was the fact the bushes and other
growth have been allowed to go unchecked,
eating up valuable space. Also, the lot does
not seem to be cleaned up regularly.
The dormitory driveway was also an
issue. The trail can become pretty rough,
especially in bad weather. Mud puddles,
pot holes, and such, have actually damaged
automobiles. This is a major problem for
dorm residents, for to not use the driveway
would mean a nasty walk. Not to mention
leaving the car at risk of burgulalry. The
main hold up is that the area is not ASC
property, so funds are hard to come by to
improve said condition. There are, how
ever, remedies that are being looked into,
and if any of the options prove to be cost
effective, then the "crater causeway" may
be upgraded.
Other concerns and opinions expressed
had to do with time changes, particularly
the 12:30-1:30 "free period."
A re-entry, or non-traditional student
guidance center (or something similar) was

Ntws

ACS named "outstanding chapter
December 29, 1989, the American
Chemical Society (ACS) Student Af
filiates chapter was recognized nation
ally as an "Outstanding" chapter. The
American Chemical Society, which
currently enrolls nearly 7000 students
who are organized into 843 chapters at
U.S. colleges and universities, offers
affiliates the support, privileges, and
benefits of the of the largest scientific
professional society in the world.
Annual reports on each chapter's ac
tivities are required to be submitted
annually for review. These reports are
reviewed and certain chapters with
superior performances are selected by

the Society Committee on Education
for recognition in the categories of
"Outstanding" or "Commendable." In
addition, the ASC chapter is mentioned
in both Chemical & Engineering News,
the Society's official national news
magazine and the the pHilter, the Stu
dent Affiliated newsletter. The Fac
ulty Advisor of the "Outstanding"
chapter, Professor Suzy Carpenter, was
also honored with a HP 42S advanced
scientific calculator. Special recogni
tion goes to Barbara Creech, ACS Presi
dent 89-90, and all the other officers,
faculty advisors and especially the
devoted members.

Phi Sigma Chi fund raiser
Starting at 5:30 AM on Friday Feb
ruary 9, get ready 48 hours of fund
raising fun from Phi Sigma Chi and I95. The campus fraternity and the local
radio station plan a 48 hour fund raiser
for Cerebral Palsy.
During the 48 hours at least one
member of Phi Sigma Chi will be on
top of a 20 foot scaffolding. All day
Saturday, Phi Sigma Chi brothers will
be collecting money from drivers at the
intersection of Abercorn and Middle-

ground. Donations will also be ac
cepted at the bottom of the scaffold.
100% of the money donated will go for
Cerebral Palsy research.
What has 1-95 got to do with all
this? The Breakfast Flakes, John and
Mary Ann, will broadcast their morn
ing show from the ASC campus on the
February 19th.
Come out and watch the action as I95 invades campus and Phi Sigma Chi
helps Cerebral Palsy.

To get your organization into the Inkwell, all you have to
us a note on what your club has coming up,
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by C. Elizabeth Rodgers, SPS

Many of suggestions in Butler's past coffee chats have seen addressed
suggested. Many of these students feel
alienated, some to the point that they don't
consider themselves students. Others don't
even read "The Inkwell." This does seem
to be an area of concern that must be inves
tigated. Everyone here is an equal partner,
and everybody should feel free to raise
issues, fight for change, or at least become
in some sort of activity to make ASC "the
place to be."

V.P. Butler says that he feels good about
the prospects for the future, and that in the
future he will try to have a coffee break chat
every quarter. As of now, you are all
invited to the next one. If you don't attend
these talks, you could at least write a letter.
Otherwise, quit your bitching and go watch
your soap opera. •

The Close of my Days
State and to skip classes if s he wishes. I
suspect that some days the demands of her
by Art Brooks
as a television anchor on a local
station takes precedence over attending
OPINION
classes.
On the night of the Miss Armstrong
I should point out, that based on the
State College Scholarship Pageant, I was pictures of the contestants in the INKWELL
watching Channel when the announcer said that Natalie Hendrix was not my pick to
that the pageant was shrouded in contro win.
versy.
My choice was Lisa Hamilton, a junior
Without really understanding why I knew in the nursing program. So no one can
instinctively that one of the contestants, accuse me of bias.
Natalie Hendrix, was at the center of the
It may well be that neither Ms. Hamilton
issue. I was proven right.
or Ms. Hendrix won the pageant. That's
As I write this I have no idea of whom fine. But it seems to me that there is
the winner is. So I address myself to the something ugly about the uproar.
issue; as I understand it. Was Ms.Hendrix
Ms. Hendix is also a professional model
really a student? It appears that she is and and in that sense brought a better under
that she is properly registered.
standing of what one should do when she
As I recall, one male student interviewed walks onstage. That's not a sin. Neither is
said something to the effect that she doesn 't the fact that she is on T.V. five nights a
attend classes. Is that enough for the up week. Nor is the fact that she looks fabu
roar? I ask you, my fellow students, have lous in a bathing suit.
you never skipped a class or two or three?
She has been blessed with great beauty.
I met Ms. Hendrix in the spring of 1988 That blessing should never be used against
while she was volunteering her time and her.
was seated at a table in Oglethorpe Mall.
Let us put the anger shown towards her
As a male I appreciated her beauty and behind us all and next if she is still regis
friendliness. She seemed to be a top-notch tered at Armstrong State and wants to try
person and the fact that there was a brou again, let her do so without evidence of
haha over her entering the pageant has not rancor and suspicion.
changed my feelings about her. I am not
For the winner, whoever she is, I offer
sure that she would remember me if she my heartiest congratulations. Now let's get
passed me on the street.
on with learning and study.
She has a right to enroll at Armstrong

/Mayings of the Wise by Josepn uabula
"The person who started work should have stayed around to finish
the job."

-

—
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Rhee continues lecture series

Ebony & Ivory

At Health Professions Auditorium, 12:30
p.m., February 8, Dr. Steve Y. Rhee, De
partment of Government, will present a
can't be 26 and run for the Miss Georgia
Dear Ebony and Ivory,
Faculty Lecture Series topic, entitled "U.S.
I have been disturbed recently by rumors of pageant- she's pretty close. ASC was her China Trade Relations of the 1980's: Cave
controversy surrounding the Miss ASC last hope!)
ats and Opportunities" to the community
pageant. It has come to my attention that
audiences, ASC faculty, staff and students.
one Miss Natalie Hendrix has enrolled in
It will be his third year participation to the
school for the sole purpose of winning the
Faculty Lecture Series event. During the
Miss ASC pageant to enter into the Miss Dear Ebony and Ivory,
special lecture he will analyze the chang
Georgia contest. If this is true, I find it to be How do you know if someone is prejudice? ing patterns of the Chinese economic
completely unfair and a very selfish action How would someone prove that they are
development goals, trade strategies of the
by Miss Hendrix. I thin k perhaps a public not prej udice? Is it even possible for some
U.S. and the Peoples Republic of China,
response from Miss Hendrix is called for. one to prove one's position on a particular
economic dimensions of the U.S-China
Thanks, prejudice?
relations, joint venture agreements by two
Respectfully,
Anon
countries, and the assessment of problem
Name with held
areas of the contemporary U.S.-China trade
P.S. I also understand Miss Hendrix rarely Dear NWH,
relations. He will also cover the recent
If an individual strongly stands negatively
attends class (POS 113).
Tiananmen Square represssion of the po
toward a subject, one may consider that
litical liberalization movement by the PRC
person is prejudice; but, that does not mean
Dear Anon,
Goverment and the overall "dampening "
Unfortunately we did not receive your let that heactually is. Watchingan individual's
impacts on the U.S.-China trade relations.
ter until the day of the pageant. At that action and reaction toward a subject can tell
Dr. Rhee's special lecture material is,
time, anything could have been possible. you a lot. It is possible to prove one's
partially, based on his academic research
Now that the ballots are in, we know that position on a particular prejudice because
on China and, partially, based on his astute
the queen of crowns has done itagain. Miss despite the surroundings his views remain
"on-hand" observations of the patterns of
Hendrix has met all the requirements to run bias. It is even much harder to prove that an
economic development in China during his
legally for the scholarship pageant. If Miss individual is not prejudice.
6-week trip as one of the 16-member
Hendrix fails to meet any of the school's
Fulbright
faculty development seminar
LOVE,
standards, she then loses her crown. Well,
life is not always fair. As it is,Miss Hendrix
EBONY AND IVORY
frhas a deadline of her own to meet. (You

E & I have answers for Miss ASC Pageant

team on "Traditional and Change inChina"
during July 26-September 7,1988.
According to Dr. Rhee the Chinese
goverment decision in the late 1970's to
open the economy to the west and imple
ment meaningful market-oriented reforms
has greatly expanded the oppurtunities for
trade and investment with the U.S.bilateral
trade increased from about $1 billion in
1978 to over $14 billion in 1988. Up until
the Tiananmen Square repression by th e
PRC goverment, China was our 13th larg
est trading partner worldwide and the 5th
largest in Asia. Dr. Rhee will analyze
complexities of the U.S .-China trade pat
terns from the strategic, developmental,
and cultural perpestives.
Dr. Rhee authored 4 articles on East
Asia during the recent years. Three of these
articles deal with such contemporary issues
as "Contemporary Problems of Korea,"
"Economic Developmentin Asia,"and"The
Role of the Miliatary in South Korean
Politics". All of the articles were published
by the Journal of Third World Studies. He
has also recently returned from 2-week
reseach-related trip to Seoul, Korea during
the Christmas holiday of 1989. •

Armstrong Spanish Club

How do you get your letter in Ebony &
Ivory? Just drop them in the white box
in the cafeteria by the cashier or give
them to the secretary in the student
activities office in MCC.
Get Your
Student
Meal
Deal At
Western
Steer*
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CLASSIFIEDS C L A S S I F I E D S
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income
potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext
R18201
ATTENTION _ HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. $17,940 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext. R18201

STEftKHOVSS

Just Present Your ASC ^
Student Discount Card
To Receive a Special
10% Discount

Sign-up on Spanish bulletin board
next to room 113 Gamble Hall.

NEEDED!

Student to assist a nonsighted student with
reading & compiiling
materials fora psyhology
research project. This is
a paying job. Jrs or Srs
preferred.
Please
contact Donna Andrews
232-1743

ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext W18201
ATTENTION EARN MONEY TYPING
AT HOME! 32,000/yr income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-18201
fundratsfr

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sorities
call OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528/ 1(800) 9508472, ext. 10

WANTED
MEDICAL STUDENTS
Need Cash? Can't afford medical school?
Achieving yourgoalof becoming aphysician
can be a difficult and costly task. The U.S
Navy Medical Corps has a way for you tc
realize your ambition and relieve you of the
financial burden of your medical education
Call 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1 -800-845
5640 in GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribb ean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CAUL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775. Ext. 826J,

Jobs
in Alaska
HIRING

Men - Women • Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable

1-206-736-0775.
—
• I Ext.826H_

To place a classified ad just call ti
Inkwell office (927-5351).
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Goal still within reach for B-ball
by Chris Foster
The Armstrong State Pirates are at a
crossroads. It was at this point last year that
they were 11-4 and the outlook for the
season was good. Only 13 games remained
and everyone felt confident that they would
continue to win. Instead they lost eight of
their last thirteen games and finished with a
16-12 mark. This year's Pirates are an
entirely differe nt team. They are playing
with a confidence that betrays the amount
of tim e that they have been together and
they are winning. This is not to say that they
are playin g to their potential. There are
times that they look like they are playing in
a pic k-up ga me, making careless passes
and taking impossible shots. This, however,
is one of the characteristics of a team that is
still trying to learn each other's moves,
trying to know what the other teammate is
thinking.
The Pirates were in a bit of a slump
coming into the game against Claflin
College. The y had dropped the previous
two games to Fayetteville State and West
Georgia by slim margins. Claflin came in to
the game with a 10-4 record and appeared
to pumped up for the game with the Pirates.
The Pirates, however, had something
different in mind as they jumped out to a 74 lead, a lead that they never relinquished.
Claflin did make a run at the Pirates at the
end of each half, coming to within five
points each time. Claflin could not overcome
a 23 point performance from Reggie Riley
andateam thatshot69% from the Field. The

final score was 85-78.
There are five players averaging double
figures in scoring with three other players
lingering around nine points a game. Eric
Hathcock, Avery Taylor, Terell Barnes,
Terry Acox, and Reggie Riley are all
averaging over ten points a game. Chris
Davis is leading the team in assists while
Acox leads the team in rebounds. One of
the statistics that the Pirates seem to be least
interested in is the free-throw percentage.
The best in that category is Barnes, shooting
70% from the line. The team average hangs
at 61%, an average that will eventually
come back to haunt the Pirates. All it takes
is for a team to be within 10 points of the
Pirates in the closing minutes of a game and
the percentages would be in their favor to
send the Pirates to the line, in hopes that
they would miss the front end of the oneon-one shot. According tothe statistics,40%
of the time the Pirates will miss at the line.
This weakness is usually overshadowed by
the outstanding plays that the Pirates are
capable of in the late minutes of the game.
In the game against Claflin College, the
Pirates had several offensive rebounds off
of missed free throws which helped them to
hold off a late rally.
The Pirates should continue to win as
the season progresses. The coaching staff's
ultimate goal has been stated to be securing
an invitation to the postseason tournament.
This is an ambitious goal for the Pirates. To
attain this they would probably have to win
at least 12 of h
t eir remaining games, a hefty
task to put on anyone's shoulders. •
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Sports Shorts
Pirates ranked 4th in preseason
The Armstrong State Baseball team
continued its presence in the Division II
national rankings as it was ranked fourth
in this year's preseason poll. The NCAA
Division II coaches also voted seven of
ASC'splayers to the Division Ilpreseason
All-America team, three of which were
voted to the first team. Returning toPirates
coach Joe Roberts squad are Chad
Armstrong, John Middlebrooks, and
Chuck Thompson, all preseason first team
All-America selections. Those receiving
honorable mention were Jeff Pasquale,
Steve Russell, Brad Squibb, and Mike
Ewing. They are all returning seniors and
should provide the offense for this year's
team. The Pirates have a tough schedule
ahead of them as they wi11 face 16Division
I teams during their 35 game home stand.
In February they will host the Great
Savannah Shootoutthat will feature teams
from Louisville, Wake Forest, Army,
Mercer, and Kentucky. Also scheduled
are regional rivals Columbus College and
Georgia Southern. The first game is
February 9 against The Citidel at Grayson
Stadium at 2:00pm

ACROSS

1 Long for
6 Sheets of glass
11 Rubber on
pencil
12 Sowed
14 Note of scale
15 Possessive
pronoun
17 Existed
18 Devoured
20 Lassoes
23 Snare
24 One following
26 Evaluates
28 Compass point
29 Evaporates
31 Blue fish
33 Turns around
track
35 Husband of
Gudrun
36 Incinerate

•

2

3

Women's tennis looks to continue
success
The Armstrong State women's tennis
team has been practicing since September
and is scheduled to have their first match
on February 13 against Augusta College
at 2:30pm at the ASC tennis courts. This
year's schedule will include over 25
matches against NCAA Division I, II, III
and NAIA colleges and universities. They
are returning five players from last year's
squad
Raman ranked 2nd in nation for 1990
Pradeep was ranked second by the
Division II ITCA-NCAA for the
upcoming tennis season. Raman was also
ranked 8th in the nation in doubles along
with his partner Jonas Larson. As a team
the Pirates were ranked 11th which means
coach Michael Lariscy should have a
great season as he is returning all but two
players from last year's squad. With the
addition of Larson to this year's squad,
the team should be stronger than last year.
The first match is scheduled for February
2 at 2:00pm against the College of
Charleston at the Armstrong Tennis
courts.

39 Farm structures
42 That man
43 Inaugurate
45 Fixed period
of t ime
46 Ancient
48 Breathe loudly
in sleep
50 Capuchin
monkey
51 Homeless child
53 Rescue
55 Niton symbol
56 Denudes
59 Heavy
downpour
61 Weird
62 Growing out of
DOWN

6

5

The
Weekly
CrDSSwnrd
Puzzle
4 Swerve
5 Mistake
6 Postscript:
abbr.
7 Diphthong

1 M outh of
volcano
2 Sun god
3 Pallor
4

compiled by Chris Foster
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

41

8 Recent
9 Paradise
10 Calm
11 African antelope
13 Hinder
16 Health resorts
19 Banishment
21 Sicilian volcano
22 Chairs
25 Athletic groups
27 Rent
30 Gaiters
32 Heaps
34 Nickname for
Stanley
36 Lion-headed,
muscular dogs
37 Tell
38 God of love
40 Fruit
41 Strike
44 Barter
47 Extremely
terrible
49 Smooth
52 Evergreen tree
54 Guido's high
note
57 Greek letter
58 Selenium
symbol
60 Guido's low
note
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Schwarzenegger wins first Mr.
ASC Scholarship Pageant
by Scoop McGee
Although it did not receive the publicity
of the Miss ASC Scholarship Pageant,
Armstrong recently held the first bi-annual
Mr. ASC Scholarship Pageant. Nine con
testants became the first to compete for
scholarships and prizes.
The rules are established by the Na
tional Bodybuilding Pageant. The Mr.ASC
Scholarship Pageant is based on the same
muscle bound competitions that the NBP
sanction on ESPN. Points are awarded in
four categories, each counting a specific
percentage of the total score: Biggest Bi
ceps (15%), Tux(15%), Personal Interview
(15%), and Musical Workout (55%).
But just as with the Miss ASC Scholar
ship Pageant, controversy over one of the
contestants materialized prior to the Pag
eant. Arnold Schwarzenegger heard about
the pageant through his oil stylist (the girl
that smears the oil on his body for compe
titions). Seeing the Pageant as a great
chance to get back into the competitive
circle, Mr. Schwarzenegger came to ASC
and enrolled in two classes (reports are he
is taking English Composition and Ameri
can history, which is a core curriculum
class that he should have had when he
attended the University of Bad Accents).
Student cries of foul have been scoffed
at by administrators, who anxiously dream
of Mr. Schwarzenegger representing ASC
in the Mr. Peanut Pageant. Administrators

state, as they drool over glossy 8 by 10s of
the muscle bound "student," that Mr. Sch
warzenegger meets the badly-in-need-ofupdating rules making him eligible to
compete.
Students claim that Schwarzenegger is
not a serious student and is only on campu
s
for the pageant. "He's a movie star doing
this for his own interest, everybody knows
that," exclaimed one exasperated student.
"It's a matter of principal," claimed an
other, "And obviously the school is com
promising its principals — if there ever
where any."
Regardless of the brouhaha, the show
went o n, and with no surprise at all Sch
warzenegger strutted away with thetrophy,
the scholarship, and a year's supply of oil.
He also walked away with the trophy for
Biggest Biceps. John Carter won the
Musical Workout competition. (And there
was no award for the Tux Competition for
some unknown reason.)
With the cake-walk win Mr. Sch
warzenegger will represent ASC on the
state levelat theMr.PeanutPageant. Should
he win there he will advance on to the Mr.
America Pageant.
A reception was held afterwards where
Mr. Schwarzenegger was flanked by secu
rity guards, who were reportedly just mak
ing sure nobody crushed thenewly crowned
Mr. ASC's award winning biceps. Mean
while Schwarzenegger will review film
offers during the classes that he manages to
attend during his reign of terror. •

The official Inkwell
Top Ten List
From the home office in Pooler
Top ten reasons to be an English major:
10. Learn to use who and whom correctly
9. Learn to use well really good
8. Learn all about phallic symbols
7. Have the only department head not afraid to where a Stetson
6. Get to hang out in the Writing Center
5. Have to buy lots & lots of books...but it makes your library look
complete
4. Looks good on a resume'
3. Can read and write a resume'
2. Roses, Roses, Roses
1. Take English 400 - The complete works of Dr. Suess
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photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers, SPS
The Geechee has fine tuned their skills by designing a articulate door

Slightly off campus
from College Press Service
AN ALARMING STRIP SHOW
RAs evacuated residents of a University
of California-Riverside dorm in late
November when awoman dancing a steamy
striptease in a lounge inadvertantly set off
the building's fire alarm.
The alarm was triggered by a smoke
machine the stripper, who was hired by
male hall residents "as aresponse" to female
residents' hiring ofa male stripper earlier in
the term, was using in her act.
PRIMAL SCREAMS IN PSYCH CLASS
A huge, 1600-student introductory class
at the University of Toronto abruptly was
disrupted when many students, heeding to
a cue given them at 12:25 p.m. on Nov. 21,
began shouting as loudly as they could.
Students said they had been organized
by a classmate who had seen a Molson beer
ad in the Varsity, the campus paper, urging
readers to"scream (a Molson slogan) out at
the top of your lungs during a psychology
lecture."
Prof. Katherine Coverall was particularly
upset by the incident because the big class
has been difficult to control all year. "The
firstday (of theterm)," she told theCanadian
University Press, "everyone was doing the
wave."
DEGREES, DEGREES EVERYWHERE
BUT NOT A DIPLOMA IN SIGHT
Tampa, Fla., bad check writer Jeanne
Brooks, 32, was sentenced to the maximum
15 years in prison when Judge Susan
Bucklew discovered Brook's plea for
leniency—in which she had cited a sterling
record as ascholar and a teacher—included
entirely falseclaims that Brooks had degre
es
from both Holy Cross and Georgetown
universities.

The state of Missouri has shut down an
accrediting agency that apparently would
approve any college that had "a building,
people and $860" to pay for an
accreditation
certificate.
To investigate the "International
Commission for Schools, Colleges and
Theological Seminaries," run byahusbandand-wife team, state Asst. Attorney General
Erich Vieth set up a bogus Eastern Missouri
Business College, had the agency review
the qualifications of a faculty list that
included the name of the pig from the tv
show "Green Acres", and won full
accreditation.
BUT WILL THEY TAKE HIM TO JAIL
IN A TOE TRUCK?
Madison, Wis., police arrested a man in
late December they say has spent the last
five years stealing shoes from people at
campus libraries at Illinois StateUniversity
and the universities of Wisconsin-Madison
and Illinois State University at Champaign/
Urbana.
The unnamed suspect reportedly struck
when studiers absently would kick off their
shoes under tables or get up toget a drink of
water. Police found 80 pairs of hs oes in the
man's apartment.
AND THEN THERE'S THEONE ABOUT
THE YALIE WITH ASENSE OFHUMOR
Utterly bamboozled when Cornell
pranksters, intent on puncturinga little Yale
pomposity, stole into New Haven in th e
dead of night, intercepted copies of the
Yale Daily News rolling off thepresses and
replaced them in student mailboxes with
"parody" issues of the Yale paper, Y ale
Managing Editor Andrew Wexton
graciously said, "For some reason Cornell
imagines there's a Cornell-Yale rivalry. I
mean—the Cornell Daily Sun—who th e
hell are they?" •
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"Give a man a fish he will eat only one,
show him how to fish and he will ear it for
the rest of his life."
Armstrong is a very long way from
Uganda, so why did Joseph travel so far to
become a part ofour growing student body?
His father made him and that wasthe end of
the discussion. Joseph admires his dad,
who is employed atGulfstream, very much.

Some friends at Gulfstream told Joseph's
dad that Armstrong wasan excellent school.
With that thought in mind the decision was
made and Joseph was enrolled here. Two
of Joseph's brothers are also students at
Armstrong.
Armstrong may not have afootball team,
soccer team, or even a marching band, but
for Joseph, "It's great to be here!"

Student Profile
Joseph Babula: SGA treasurer
Indiana or Minnesota with a concentration
in Economics. Joseph has always wanted
to become a lawyer because of the chal
Anyone who k nows Joseph Babula can lenge. He is fascinated by mystery and
' tell y ou that he is a socially active and loves to solve problems, besides he hates
involved student. He holds present mem Chemistry! Someday he plans to go home
berships in the College Union Board (CUB), to Uganda (his native land) and work in the
Lawclub, Traffic Committee, International legal system there. And when he returns to
Club, the Athletic Committee, Senate and the "Pearl of Africa" he plans to "mop" not
he h as just becom e the newly appointed sweep up the government. Uganda, as
Treasurer of the S tudent Government As many other countries, has had its share of
sociation (SGA). Joseph is also a tutor for economic woes. But as the Iron Curtain
the Min ority Affairs Office. You may takes its last bow on the political stage,
wonder ho w do es he do it? For Joseph, Joseph thinks that the country could pros
getting involved in school activities makes per by exporting their products such as
college life fascinating. He feels that cotton (main crop), coffee, corn and beans.
Armstrong students should get more out of
Being a foreign student in the United
college than just an education. He would States, Joseph is aware of our foreign poli
like to see more students at basketball games cies especially in regard to third world
and dances. And he challenges each stu nations. He does not agree with the idea of
dent here at Armstrong to become active. American aides being sent to other coun
An athlete h imself, Joseph plays intramu tries taking over, but feels the U.S. should
ral soccer for the International Club, which show the people how to better their lives.
has had two championship seasons.
We shouldn't try to sell capitalism. The
When Joseph is not kicking a soccer ball U.S. spends millions of dollars to keep
or going to his many club meetings, he is communism out of Nicaragua and El Sal
majoring in Criminal Justice. He plans too vador but at the same time millions of
attend Law School at the University of Americans are homeless. As Joseph puts it,
by Buffy Lipscumb

photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers
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NO EXIT by Eric Andresen

-NO C ALORIES.'
-GYERY0NE MEEDS A H 066Y/
•UET5 Y OU S PEND U5T 5 Of EXTRA C ASH/
•GREAT O UJSE T O JAB N EEDLES I NTO YoUR ARM.'
•MEET COOL PEOPLE N AMED G UIDO WiTH
TATooS AND B ASEBALL B AT5:
•IF YoURE F AMOUS A ND RECOVER, YOU CAN

CoMi

•NEEDLE TRACKS R ESEMBLE PI MPLES-WARPS O FF CRICKS.
•YOU'LL LOOK C ACT UKE M CK JAGGER W ITHOUT M ONEY,
•PRO WRESTLING £MTV V J.'« MIGHT START M AKING SENSE,
•YOUR P UPILS WILL DILATE ^ BLOOD PRESSURE M AY INCREASE,

DRUG E XPENDITURES N UT TAX-DECOCTABLE.
-MAY BE EM6AKRAWMG IF" S0M60WE R&?OKTS U RLNE SAMPLE
Brain DEATH AFFECTS CAREER ( EXCEPT GAME S HOW HOST)
YOU M IGHT END UP R OOMING WITH MANUEL NORIEGA.
_airwr»s
OCVAIVT-RFWI'***'**®—

SELL THE FILM RIGHTS F OR MILLIONS.'

zoo u.

-YOU'RE G ONNA WE A NYWAY, SO W HY N c5T
LYiNQ iN A G UTTER, CHOKiNG O N
ymlR OWN VOMIT?

by Mark Weitzman

<CHEAPER To EE AWEAW ALCOHOLIC.
. Yod WON'T B E A PPOINTED To SUPREME C OURT.

i&33§ fet?
BANKS OPEN AN HOUR
AFTER YOU G ET To
WORK, CLOSE AN H OUR
BEFoRE You GTT OF F,
AND THE TELLERS T AKE
OFF F OR LU NCH TO
AVOID
THE RUSH.

AND T HEY LOOK AT YOU
•THEY V IDEOTAPE YOU
•THEY O NLY G IVE YOU
FUNNY IF Y OU SAY Y OUVE
WHEN Y OU'RE R OBBING
MONEY IF Y OU G <VE T HEM
MONEY R RST, PROMISE T O THE P LACE, AND BROADCAST ELVIS AMD C AN'T PROVE IT.
REPAY IT, OR HAVEA GUN. IT,. ON . Fo;

•OwS

"STAY oN T HE Ro AD.'"
I SAID.' "WATCH OU T
FoR "WAT TR EE" I
SAID? BUT D«D
.! LISTTN? N oObf

LJFE
HeaveN
1,1

'Great! Ron's back with more balls.

'ptjpC/ YoU M EAN
.THERE'S NO MTV

IV AT

W/

St

YJ:

/APPARENTLY TH ERE'S
BEEN A M IX-UP.
WE'LL TRANSFER Y OU

PKMoW. GOD, I 'D
.ALWAYS PICTURED
|YOU DIF FERENTLY
CHOW/

DOWN TO H ELL AS
SooH AS THE
PAPERWORK CLEARS. .
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Black History Month at ASC
Observe Black History Month in February by joining ASC in
honoring the Black men and women who have helped make
our country a place of pride, progress, and promise.
Feb. 1 "Beyond the Dream
National telecast

Jenkins Hall Aud. Feb. 21 Panel Discussion: "Economics and itsEffect
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
on Health Care in the Afro-American Community"
Dr. Evelyn Dandy
12:30 -1:30 p.m.
Feb. 7 Spike Lee film festival begins
Studio A
Film - "School Daze"
10:30 - 12:50p.m. Feb. 22 Film - "Do the Right Thing"
Studio A
10:30 - 12:30 p.m.
Feb. 11 Jomandi Productions
Fine Arts Aud.
Sisters"
4:00 p.m. Feb. 25 Gospel/Spiritual Concert
Fine Arts Aud.
Savannah Community Choir
Feb. 14 Film - "She's Gotta Have It"
Studio A
WSOK Youth Choir
7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
10:30 - 12:30 p.m.
Mr. E. Larry McDuffie, Master of Ceremonies
Feb. 17 Tour of Low Country Historical Sites
Feb. 28 — Extravaganza—
Beauford County, S.C.
Sea Island Montage
Ms. Beverly John
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Health Professions
12:30 p.m.

All Spike Lee films will be available for showing to interested public groups upon request.
To arrange for showing call the Office of Minority Affairs, ASC at 927-5252

Coming
Saturday,
Feb. 17
to ASC

BAND

Someone to talk to
Interviewing skills

Career counseling

Resumes

Career testing

MONIUM

1990
sponsored by Rock
Me Productions
and I - 95.

lob search strategies

Occupational information

Someone to listen
Career Planning andPlacement
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